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Abstract
We study the nonnegativity of quadratic functionals with separable endpoints which are
related to the discrete symplectic system (S). In particular, we characterize the nonnegativity
of these functionals in terms of (i) the focal points of the natural conjoined basis of (S) and
(ii) the solvability of an implicit Riccati equation associated with (S). This result is closely
related to the kernel condition for the natural conjoined basis of (S). We treat the situation
when this kernel condition is possibly violated at a certain index. To accomplish this goal, we
derive a new characterization of the set of admissible pairs (sequences) that does not require
the validity of the above mentioned kernel condition. Finally, we generalize our results to the
variable stepsize case.
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1. Introduction
In this paper we investigate the nonnegativity of discrete quadratic functionals
with separated endpoints related to discrete symplectic systems
zk+1 = Skzk. (S)
In particular, we are interested in discrete quadratic functionals of the form
F(z) := xT00x0 + xTN+1 xN+1 +
N∑
k=0
zTk
{
STkKSk −K
}
zk
with endpoint constraints
M0x0 = 0, MxN+1 = 0. (1)
For the precise definitions and properties of the quantities Sk,K,M0,M,0,,
zk, xk we refer to the next section. We remark that the quadratic functional F has
(S) as its Jacobi system [11, Theorem 4] (note that, in this reference, (S) is written in
an equivalent form as a difference equation).
Systems of the form (S) cover as a special case the linear Hamiltonian difference
system

xk = Akxk+1 + Bkuk, 
uk = Ckxk+1 − ATk uk, (2)
where Bk , Ck are symmetric and (I − Ak)−1 exists, whose transition matrix from(
xk
uk
)
to
(
xk+1
uk+1
)
is symplectic (see e.g. [1, p. 188] or [6, Remark 2(ii)]). Such sys-
tem (2) incorporates second order matrix difference equations as well as higher or-
der Sturm–Liouville difference equations. The corresponding quadratic functionals
have the form of the second variation of discrete optimal control problems (see e.g.
[1,10,11]). Thus, it is important to obtain new general results on the nonnegativity
and positivity of F.
In [4,6,8,11], the positivity of F was characterized in terms of no focal points of
a conjoined basis Z = (X,U) of (S), i.e., the “kernel condition”
KerXk+1 ⊆ KerXk
and the “P -condition”
Pk := XkX†k+1Bk  0 (3)
hold, where Bk is defined in (4) below, and in terms of a symmetric solution to an
implicit Riccati matrix difference equation. More precisely, when both endpoints of
F are zero, i.e., when M0 = I =M, the characterization of the positivity of F
in terms of the above mentioned notions was derived in [6] via the Picone identity,
and in [8] via diagonalizing the matrix representation of F and characterizing the
admissible set. The results of [6] were generalized to variable endpoints in [4]. The
study of the positivity in terms of these notions of F was then completed in [11].
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To the contrary, a characterization of the nonnegativity of F is not known. In
[11], necessary conditions for the nonnegativity of F are obtained under a strong
normality assumption. On the other hand, for the special case of Hamiltonian sys-
tems a characterization of the nonnegativity of F was derived in [12] for the zero
right endpoint, and in [13] for the separated endpoints. As stated in [12], the gap
between the nonnegativity and positivity of F in the case of zero right endpoint is
exactly the kernel condition on the whole interval [0, N]. This was the reason behind
assuming in [12,13] that the kernel condition holds only up to a certain “critical”
index m, when studying the nonnegativity of F. Under this assumption, the part of
F(z) corresponding to the interval [0, m− 1] is then positive, and the remaining part
on [m,N + 1] turns out to be nonnegative and can be represented by a tridiagonal
matrix named Km. This will be referred to as the “splitting method”.
The characterization of the nonnegativity of F in the symplectic case is there-
fore an open problem. The purpose of the present paper is to provide an answer to
this problem. The method we employ for this general setting is a combination of
the “splitting method” and the characterization of the admissible set on [m,N + 1]
without assuming the kernel condition therein. This result is derived in Section 4.
The paper is divided as follows. In Section 2, we provide basic facts about sym-
plectic difference systems. The results of this paper are developed in Sections 3–5.
More precisely, the admissible set forF is analyzed in Section 3 and the main results
on the nonnegativity ofF are given in Section 4. The last section consists of an appli-
cation of the previous results to the variable stepsize symplectic difference systems.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Basic notation
Let n,N ∈ N. Discrete intervals will be denoted by [a, b]. In particular, we will
often use the intervals J := [0, N] and J ∗ := [0, N + 1]. For a vector- or matrix-
valued function y defined on a subset of [0, N + 1] we write yk := y(k). The for-
ward difference operator
 is defined by
yk := yk+1 − yk . We will use the notation
KerM , ImM , MT, MT−1 , M†, M  0, and M > 0 to denote the kernel, image,
transpose, inverse of the transpose, Moore–Penrose generalized inverse, nonnega-
tive definiteness, and positive definiteness of a given matrix M , respectively. For
convenience, we put
∑b
k=a := 0 if a > b. By I and 0 we denote the identity matrix
and the zero matrix (or vector), respectively, of appropriate dimensions. We need the
2n× 2n-matrices
K :=
(
0 0
I 0
)
, J :=
(
0 I
−I 0
)
,
for which J−1 = JT = −J.
Given real 2n× 2n-matrices Sk , the system (S) is called a symplectic system pro-
vided Sk are symplectic matrices, i.e., if STkJSk = J. Many properties of symplectic
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matrices can be found e.g. in [1]. In particular, any symplectic matrix S is invertible
with S−1 = JSTJT, and ST, S−1 are symplectic as well. Vector solutions of (S),
typically z = (x, u), will be denoted by small letters and the 2n× n-matrix-valued
solutions of (S), typically Z = (X,U), by capital ones. The invertibility of Sk im-
plies that any initial value problem (S), zm = α (m ∈ J ∗), has a unique solution on
J ∗.
When we partition the matrices Sk and the matrix solutions Zk of (S) into n× n-
blocks, and the vector solutions zk of (S) into n-vectors, we will use the following
notation:
Sk =
(
Ak Bk
Ck Dk
)
, zk =
(
xk
uk
)
, Zk =
(
Xk
Uk
)
. (4)
Remark 1
(i) With the above notation, the symplectic system (S) has the form
xk+1 =Akxk +Bkuk, uk+1 = Ckxk +Dkuk. (S)
(ii) The matrices Sk are symplectic iff the identities{
ATD− CTB =ADT −BCT = I,
ATC, BTD, ABT, CDT, symmetric (5)
hold at all k ∈ J , which can be verified by a direct computation.
(iii) The equivalent time-reversed system is the system zk = S−1k zk+1, which can
also be studied as a discrete symplectic system [6]. In particular, this time-
reversed system has the form
xk = DTk xk+1 −BTk uk+1, uk = −CTk xk+1 +ATk uk+1.
2.2. Quadratic functional
The matrices 0, , M0, M of the endpoints cost and boundary conditions are
symmetric n× n-matrices, and we assume without loss of generality that M0, M
are projections and that 0 = (I −M0)0(I −M0),  = (I −M)(I −M).
A sequence z = (x, u) is called admissible on a subinterval J ′ ⊆ J if Kzk+1 =
KSkzk (the so called equation of motion) holds for all k ∈ J ′. This can be written as
xk+1 =Akxk +Bkuk on J ′. By simply saying that z is admissible we mean that it is
admissible on J . The discrete quadratic functionalF is nonnegative, we writeF 
0, if F(z)  0 for all admissible sequences z satisfying the boundary conditions
(1). The quadratic functional F is positive (or positive definite), we write F > 0, if
F(z) > 0 for all admissible sequences z satisfying the boundary conditions (1) such
that x /≡ 0. With the notation (4) we have
F(z)= xT00x0 + xTN+1 xN+1
+
N∑
k=0
{
xTk C
T
kAkxk + 2xTk CTkBkuk + uTkDTkBkuk
}
.
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Remark 2
(i) If z = (x, u) is admissible then the above formula reduces to
F(z)= xT0 (0x0 − u0)+ xTN+1( xN+1 + uN+1)
+
N∑
k=0
xTk+1 {Ckxk +Dkuk − uk+1} .
(ii) From part (i) we have that if z = (x, u) is a solution of (S) satisfying M0x0 = 0
and u0 = 0x0 +M0γ0 for some vector γ0 ∈ Rn, thenF(z) = xTN+1( xN+1 +
uN+1).
2.3. Conjoined bases
For any two (vector or matrix) solutions z, z˜ of (S) we have that zTkJz˜k is constant
on J ∗. This is known as the Wronskian identity [6, Remark 1(ii)]. In particular, if for
a solution Z = (X,U) of (S) we have ZTJZ = 0, i.e., if XTU is symmetric, then
we call Z to be a conjoined solution of (S). If in addition rankZ = n, then Z is called
a conjoined basis. Two conjoined basesZ = (X,U) and Z˜ = (X˜, U˜ ) are normalized
if ZTJZ˜ = I , i.e., if XTU˜ − UTX˜ = I . The natural conjoined basis is the solution
Z = (X,U) of (S) given by the initial conditions
X0 = I −M0, U0 = 0 +M0.
It plays for the separable endpoints the role of the principal solution of (S) at 0 that
was used in [6] for the fixed endpoints. It reduces to the principal solution, when the
left endpoint ofF is zero, i.e., whenM0 = I , and in this special case one has X0 =
0 and U0 = I . A conjoined basis Z = (X,U) is said to have no focal points in the
interval (k, k + 1] if the kernel condition KerXk+1 ⊆ KerXk and the “P -condition”
(3) hold. Equivalently, Z has a focal point in (k, k + 1] if either KerXk+1KerXk ,
or KerXk+1 ⊆ KerXk but Pk0. This can be equivalently formulated in terms of
generalized zeros of a vector solution z = (x, u) [6, Definition 4].
Remark 3
(i) [6, Remark 1(ii)] Note that for any conjoined basis Z of (S) there always exists
another conjoined basis Z˜ such that Z and Z˜ are normalized. This conjoined
basis is given by the initial conditions Z˜0 = J−1Z0(ZT0Z0)−1.
(ii) If we specialize part (i) to the natural conjoined basis Z = (X,U), then the
conjoined basis Z˜ = (X˜, U˜ ) completing Z to normalized conjoined bases is
given by the initial conditions
X˜0 = −(0 +M0)(I + 20)−1, U˜0 = (I −M0)(I + 20)−1.
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(iii) [6, Lemma 3] IfZ = (X,U) is a conjoined basis of (S) with KerXk+1 ⊆ KerXk ,
then Pk is symmetric.
(iv) [6, Remark 1(v)] Let m ∈ J ∗. If Z = (X,U) is a conjoined basis of (S) with
KerXk+1 ⊆ KerXk on [0, m− 1], then for any admissible z = (x, u) with x0 ∈
ImX0 we have xk ∈ ImXk for all k ∈ [0, m].
We define the transition matrix k,m to be the (unique) forward solution of
Xk+1 =AkXk ,Xm = I . Whence, for k ∈ J ∗ setk,k := I , and for m ∈ J ∗, m < k,
set
k,m :=Ak−1Ak−2 · · ·Am.
Finally, the controllability matrix Gk is defined by G0 := 0 and, for k ∈ [1, N + 1],
Gk :=
(
k,1B0 k,2B1 · · · k,k−1Bk−2 Bk−1
)
.
Then a pair z = (x, u) with M0x0 = 0 is admissible iff for all k ∈ J ∗
xk = (k,0(I −M0) GkQk)
(
α
u
)
,
where u := (uT0 · · · uTN)T, α := x0, and Qk : R(N+1)n → Rkn is the restriction op-
erator onto the first k entries of u, i.e., Qku = (uT0 , . . . , uTk−1)T. Note that QN+1 is
the identity matrix.
2.4. Riccati equation
Next we define the Riccati equation associated with (S). The Riccati operator and
the explicit Riccati equation are defined as
R[W ]k := Wk+1(Ak +BkWk)− (Ck +DkWk) = 0. (R)
We define for k ∈ J ∗ the n× n-matrix
Wk := UkX†k + (UkX†kX˜k − U˜k)(I −X†kXk)UTk , (6)
where Z = (X,U) and Z˜ = (X˜, U˜ ) are any normalized conjoined bases of (S). It
turns out that the above defined Wk solves a certain implicit Riccati equation. To any
solution Wk of a (explicit or implicit) Riccati equation we associate the matrix
Pk := BTkDk −BTkWk+1Bk = BTk (Dk −Wk+1Bk). (7)
Note that Pk is always symmetric whenever Wk+1 is symmetric.
Remark 4 [3, Lemma 2(ii)]. Let Wk be defined by (6). Then Wk is symmetric,
WX = UX†X, and XTWX = XTU on J ∗. Moreover, Pk defined by (7) coincides
with Pk defined in (3) whenever KerXk+1 ⊆ KerXk holds.
Proposition 1 (Picone identity [6,Lemmas 2 and 3]). Suppose that Z = (X,U) is
a conjoined basis of (S) with KerXk+1 ⊆ KerXk on J . Then for any admissible
z = (x, u) with x0 ∈ ImX0 we have
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F(z) = xT0 (0 −W0)x0 + xTN+1(+WN+1)xN+1 +
N∑
k=0
wTkPkwk,
where Wk is defined by (6) and wk := uk −Wkxk .
2.5. Approach without Ker Xk+1 ⊆ Ker Xk
The above properties of Pk and Pk were heavily based on the validity of the
kernel condition at k. Since we shall investigate the nonnegativity of F without
assuming the kernel condition (from a certain index on), we need to relate these ma-
trices regardless whether KerXk+1 ⊆ KerXk holds or does not. This approach was
introduced in [14] and we shall quote some results from this paper. For a conjoined
basis Z = (X,U) of (S) we define the n× n-matrices
Mk := (I −Xk+1X†k+1)Bk, Tk := I −M†kMk, P˜k := TkPkTk. (8)
Note that Tk are symmetric and the properties of the Moore–Penrose inverse imply
XTk+1Mk = 0, MkTk = 0, (9)
BkTk = Xk+1X†k+1BkTk, M†kXk+1 = 0.
The last identity in (9) follows from the first one in (9) and from the known prop-
erty of the Moore–Penrose generalized inverse KerMTk = KerM†k .
Remark 5. Let Z = (X,U) be any conjoined basis of (S). Then we have the fol-
lowing.
(i) [14, Lemma 1(ii)] KerXk+1 ⊆ KerXk iff Mk = 0, i.e., iffBk = Xk+1X†k+1Bk .
(ii) PkTk = PkTk and consequently P˜k = TkPkTk is always symmetric. The first
equality follows from Xk = DTkXk+1 −BTk Uk+1, Remark 4, and (9) by the
computation (we omit the index k)
PT = (DTXk+1 −BTUk+1)X†k+1BT
= DTXk+1X†k+1BT −BTUk+1X†k+1Xk+1X†k+1BT
= DTBT −BTWk+1Xk+1X†k+1BT
= DTBT −BTWk+1BT = PT .
(iii) If z = (x, u) satisfies the equation of motion at k and if xk ∈ ImXk , then xk+1
can be (uniquely) written as a sum
xk+1 = Xk+1βk+1 +Mkγk+1,
where, by (9), the vectors in the sum are orthogonal. To see this we assume that
xk = Xkβk and set γk+1 := uk − Ukβk . Then
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xk+1 =Akxk +Bkuk
=AkXkβk +Bkuk
= (Xk+1 −BkUk)βk +Bkuk
= Xk+1βk +Bkγk+1
= Xk+1βk + (Mk +Xk+1X†k+1Bk)γk+1= Xk+1βk+1 +Mkγk+1,
where we take βk+1 := βk +X†k+1Bkγk+1.
(iv) Part (iii) means that if xk ∈ ImXk (which holds e.g. if x0 ∈ ImX0 and if the
kernel condition holds up to k − 1), then the reachable set at k + 1 is an orthog-
onal sum ImXk+1 ⊕ ImMk . Moreover, the vector xk+1 will stay in ImXk+1 if
Mk = 0. We will use this decomposition in Section 3 in order to characterize the
admissible set for the quadratic functional F.
The following statement shows that the nonnegativity of the matrices P˜k is a nec-
essary condition for the nonnegativity of F when no kernel condition is assumed.
This generalizes one direction of [6, Theorem 1], where the positivity of F (hence
the kernel condition holds on J ) with zero endpoints is characterized in terms of the
positive semidefiniteness of P˜k = Pk , i.e., in terms of no focal points of Z = (X,U)
in (0, N + 1].
Theorem 1 (necessary condition for F  0). Let Z = (X,U) be the natural con-
joined basis of (S) and assume that F  0. Then P˜k  0 for all k ∈ J.
Proof. Suppose that there exists c ∈ Rn such that cTP˜mc < 0 for some m ∈ J . Set
d := X†m+1BmTmc and define a pair z = (x, u) by
xk :=

Xkd, k ∈ [0, m− 1],
PmTmc, k = m,
0, k ∈ [m+ 1, N + 1],
uk :=

Ukd, k ∈ [0, m− 1],
−ATm(Dm −Wm+1Bm)Tmc, k = m,
0, k ∈ [m+ 1, N],
where Wk is defined by (6). Then z is admissible for k ∈ [0, m− 2] ∪ [m+ 1, N].
For k = m− 1 we have
Am−1xm−1 +Bm−1um−1 = (Am−1Xm−1 +Bm−1Um−1)d = Xmd
= XmX†m+1BmTmc = PmTmc = xm,
and for k = m we have by using (5) and Remark 5(ii)
Amxm +Bmum =AmPmTmc −BmATm(Dm −Wm+1Bm)Tmc
=Am(PmTm −PmTm)c = 0 = xm+1.
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Thus, z is admissible forF. Moreover,M0x0 =M0X0d = 0 andMN+1xN+1 = 0.
To compute the value of F(z) we use Remarks 2(i), 5(ii), and (9) to obtain
F(z)= xT0 (0x0 − u0)+
N∑
k=0
xTk+1 {Ckxk +Dkuk − uk+1}
=
m−1∑
k=0
xTk+1 {Ckxk +Dkuk − uk+1}
= xTm {Cm−1xm−1 +Dm−1um−1 − um}
= dTXTm
{
(Cm−1Xm−1 +Dm−1Um−1)d +ATm(Dm −Wm+1Bm)Tmc
}
= dTXTmUmd + cTTmP TmATm(Dm −Wm+1Bm)Tmc
= dTXTmUmd + cTTmBTm(X†m+1)T(XTm+1 − UTmBTm)(Dm −Wm+1Bm)Tmc
= dTXTmUmd + cTTm(BTmDm −BTmWm+1Bm)Tmc − dTUTmPmTmc
= cTTmPmTmc = cTP˜mc < 0.
This contradicts F  0 and therefore P˜k  0 must hold for all k ∈ J . 
2.6. Matrix representation of F
We will also need the matrix block tridiagonal representation of F from [8].
Define the n× n-matrices TN+1 := + EN , and for k ∈ J
Tk :=ATkEkAk −ATkCk + Ek−1, Sk := CTk −ATkEk
with E−1 := 0. The matrix Ek is any symmetric n× n-matrix for which BTD =
BTEB holds on J , for example E = BB†DB†. Note that Tk are symmetric. The
tridiagonal matrices associated with the quadratic functionalF are the matricesKm
defined next. If Wk is given by (6) via the natural conjoined basis of (S), then we set
KN+1 := WN+1 + , and for m ∈ J
Km :=

Wm +Tm − Em−1 Sm 0 . . . . . . 0
STm Tm+1 Sm+1
.
.
.
...
0 STm+1 Tm+2
.
.
.
.
.
.
...
...
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
. 0
...
.
.
.
.
.
. TN SN
0 . . . . . . 0 STN TN+1

.
(10)
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With such defined matrices a direct computation shows that for an admissible z =
(x, u) we have
F(z) =
 x0...
xN+1

T
K0
 x0...
xN+1
 ,
where we used W0 = 0. Thus, the following statement holds. Here we say that
the sequence {xk}N+1k=0 is admissible if there exists {uk}Nk=0 such that z = (x, u) is
admissible.
Proposition 2 (characterization of F  0;m = 0). F  0 iff K0  0 over all ad-
missible {xk}N+1k=0 satisfying (1).
3. Admissible vectors
In this section we will analyze the set of admissible vectors for the quadratic
functional F. Under the kernel condition on J , this admissible set was described in
[8] as an image of a certain upper triangular block matrix. When the kernel condition
is not assumed, the previously zero blocks below the diagonal turn out to be multiples
of the (in general nonzero) matrices Mk .
Notation. Let us adopt an agreement for the rest of this paper that Z = (X,U) is
the natural conjoined basis of (S) and Pk , Wk , Pk are the corresponding matrices
defined by (3), (6), and (7). Also, set for i  j
Pi,j := XiX†j+1Bj ,
so that Pi,i = Pi .
Let us fix m ∈ J ∗. Define the admissible set
Vm :=

 xm...
xN+1
 , such that {xk}N+1k=m is admissible on [m,N],
xm ∈ Im Xm, and MxN+1 = 0
 .
For the case of m = N + 1 we say that a vector xN+1 is admissible if xN+1 ∈
Im XN+1 and MxN+1 = 0. It is easily seen that V0 is the set of admissible vectors
for the quadratic functional F. Furthermore, we define the admissibility matrices
NN+1 := XN+1 and
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Nm
:=

Pm,m Pm,m+1 · · · Pm,N−1 Pm,N Xm
−Mm Pm+1,m+1 · · · Pm+1,N−1 Pm+1,N Xm+1
−m+2,m+1Mm −Mm+1 · · · Pm+2,N−1 Pm+2,N Xm+2
...
...
...
...
...
−N,m+1Mm −N,m+2Mm+1 · · · −MN−1 PN,N XN
−N+1,m+1Mm −N+1,m+2Mm+1 · · · −N+1,NMN−1 −MN XN+1

.
Roughly speaking, the n× n-block entries above and on the diagonal of Nm are
Pm+i−1,m+j−1, and below the diagonal are −m+i−1,m+jMm+j−1. The last row of
Nm will play a role for the right endpoint constraint, so that it will be denoted by
m, i.e., N+1 := XN+1 and
m :=(−N+1,m+1Mm −N+1,m+2Mm+1 · · · −N+1,NMN−1 −MN XN+1).
Our characterization of the admissible set Vm is the following.
Theorem 2. Let m ∈ J ∗. Then xm...
xN+1
 ∈Vm iff
 xm...
xN+1
 =Nm
 dm...
dN+1
 with
 dm...
dN+1
 ∈ KerMm.
Proof. For m = N + 1 the statement is trivial. Hence, assume m ∈ J for the rest of
the proof.
“⇒” Let (xTm, . . . , xTN+1)T ∈Vm, i.e., xk+1 =Akxk +Bkuk for k ∈ [m,N],
xm = Xmβ for some β ∈ Rn, andMxN+1 = 0. Put cm := β, ck+1 := ck −X†k+1Bk
(Ukck − uk) for k ∈ [m,N], and take dk := Ukck − uk with dN+1 := cN+1. Then
for all k ∈ [m,N]
Xk+1ck+1 = (AkXk +BkUk)ck −Xk+1X†k+1BkUkck +Xk+1X†k+1Bkuk
=AkXkck + (I −Xk+1X†k+1)BkUkck
− (I −Xk+1X†k+1)Bkuk +Bkuk=AkXkck +Bkuk +Mk(Ukck − uk)
=AkXkck +Bkuk +Mkdk.
For k = m we have Xmcm = xm and hence,
Xm+1cm+1 =Amxm +Bmum +Mmdm = xm+1 +Mmdm.
Thus, if we suppose by induction that
Xkck = xk +
k−1∑
j=m
k,j+1Mjdj , (11)
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then we obtain
Xk+1ck+1 =AkXkck +Bkuk +Mkdk
=Ak
{
xk +
k−1∑
j=m
k,j+1Mjdj
}
+Bkuk +Mkdk
= xk+1 +
k−1∑
j=m
Ak.k,j+1Mjdj +Mkdk
= xk+1 +
k∑
j=m
k+1,j+1Mjdj .
Therefore, (11) holds for all k ∈ [m,N + 1]. Next, we proceed similarly as in the
proof of [8, Proposition 1]. We have
Pk,j dj = XkX†j+1Bj (Uj cj − uj ) = −Xk
cj
and (note we use dN+1 := cN+1)
N∑
j=k
Pk,j dj = −
N∑
j=k
Xk
cj = Xkck −XkcN+1
= xk +
k−1∑
j=m
k,j+1Mjdj −XkdN+1.
Altogether, we obtain for all k ∈ [m,N + 1]
xk = −
k−1∑
j=m
k,j+1Mjdj +
N∑
j=k
Pk,j dj +XkdN+1, (12)
which shows that (xTm, . . . , xTN+1)T ∈ ImNm. Finally, from (11), where k = N + 1,
we get
xN+1 = −
N∑
j=m
N+1,j+1Mjdj +XN+1dN+1 = m
 dm...
dN+1
 .
Hence, MxN+1 = 0 yields that (dTm, . . . , dTN+1)T ∈ KerMm.
“⇐” Conversely, we assume that xm...
xN+1
 =Nm
 dm...
dN+1
 with
 dm...
dN+1
 ∈ KerMm,
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i.e., (12) holds for all k ∈ [m,N + 1]. In particular, for k = m we get
xm =
N∑
j=m
Pm,j dj +XmdN+1 ∈ ImXm
and for k = N + 1 we get MxN+1 =Mm(dTm, . . . , dTN+1)T = 0. It remains to
show that {xk}N+1k=m is admissible on [m,N]. To achieve this we compute for k ∈[m,N]
xk+1 −Akxk = −
k∑
j=m
k+1,j+1Mjdj +
N∑
j=k+1
Pk+1,j dj +Xk+1dN+1
+
k−1∑
j=m
Ak.k,j+1Mjdj −Ak
N∑
j=k
Pk,j dj −AkXkdN+1
= Bk
{
Uk
N∑
j=k
X
†
j+1Bj dj + UkdN+1 − dk
}
∈ ImBk,
where we used (12), AkXk = Xk+1 −BkUk , and the definitions of k,j and Mk .
The proof is now complete. 
In view of the above result with m = 0 we can reformulate Proposition 2 as fol-
lows.
Corollary 1 (characterization of F  0). F  0 iff NT0K0N0  0 on KerM0.
Remark 6. If the kernel condition KerXk+1 ⊆ KerXk holds for all k ∈ J and if the
right endpoint ofF is zero (M = I ), then Theorem 2 reduces to the characterization
of the admissible set V0 given in [8]. This follows from Remark 5(i), since in this
case Mk = 0 for all k ∈ J .
Remark 7. In [12,13], where (S) is a Hamiltonian system, the admissible set is
described as an image of some controllability matrix. The approach via the matrices
Nm seems to be more natural, since it does not require the solvability of the equation
of motion for xk in terms of xk+1, that is, Ak invertible.
In the next result we describe the kernel ofMN =M(−MN XN+1). The proof
requires the following lemma on the solvability of linear equations.
Lemma 1 [2, Corollary 2, p. 40]. Let A be a matrix and x, b be vectors of appropri-
ate dimensions. The system of linear equations Ax = b has a solution iff AA†b = b.
In this case, all solutions are given by the formula (for some vector γ )
x = A†b + (I − A†A)γ.
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Lemma 2. Define X := I −X†N+1XN+1. Then
KerMN = Im
(
TN 0 −M†N(I −M)
0 X X†N+1(I −M)
)
. (13)
Proof. Set d :=
(
dN
dN+1
)
. Then MNd = 0 iff Nd = (I −M)α for some α ∈
Rn. Hence, by Lemma 1, d = †N(I −M)α + (I −†NN)
(
β
γ
)
for some β, γ ∈
Rn. Moreover, since†N =
(
−M†N
X
†
N+1
)
(use the formulasXTN+1MN = 0,X†N+1MN =
0, M†NXN+1 = 0), we have that d ∈ KerMN iff
d=
(
TN 0
0 X
)(
β
γ
)
+
(
−M†N(I −M)
X
†
N+1(I −M)
)
α
=
(
TN 0 −M†N(I −M)
0 X X†N+1(I −M)
)βγ
α
 .
Thus, the statement follows. 
4. Main results on the nonnegativity of F
In this section we state and prove our main result on the nonnegativity of the qua-
dratic functionalF. Namely, if the kernel condition holds up to an index m− 1, then
we characterize F  0 in terms of no focal points in (0, m] of the natural conjoined
basis of (S) together with the positive semidefiniteness of the matrixKm, defined by
(10), on an appropriate set of admissible vectors. Note that the index m is allowed to
be N + 1 in this result. The matrices Nm and m, appearing below, are defined in
the previous section.
Theorem 3 (characterization of F  0). Let m ∈ J ∗. The following conditions are
equivalent.
(i)F  0 and KerXk+1 ⊆ KerXk holds for all k ∈ [0, m− 1] (drop if m = 0).
(ii) Z = (X,U) has no focal points in (0, m] (drop if m = 0) and
NTmKmNm  0 on KerMm. (14)
(iii) The implicit Riccati matrix equation
R[W ]k(k,0(I −M0) GkQk) = 0 on KerM(N+1,0(I −M0) GN+1),
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k ∈ [0, m− 1], has a symmetric solutionWk on [0, m] such thatW0 = 0,Pk 
0 for all k ∈ [0, m− 1] (drop all these conditions if m = 0), and (14) holds.
Remark 8. The nonexistence of focal points in (0, m] of the natural conjoined basis
Z = (X,U) is equivalent to the nonexistence of “conjugate intervals” in (0, m], as
is shown in [11, Theorem 5].
Remark 9. The result of Theorem 3 can be interpreted also in the following way.
Define the quadratic functionals
F˜m−1(z˜) := x˜T00x˜0 +
m−1∑
k=0
z˜Tk
{
STkKSk −K
}
z˜k,
F̂m(zˆ) := xˆTmWmxˆm + xˆTN+1xˆN+1 +
N∑
k=m
zˆTk
{
STkKSk −K
}
zˆk,
where the boundary conditions of F˜m−1 are
M0x˜0 = 0, x˜m = 0, (15)
and the boundary conditions of F̂m are
(I −XmX†m)xˆm = 0 (equivalently xˆm ∈ ImXm), MxˆN+1 = 0. (16)
Note that F̂0 =F and that Km in (10) is the matrix representation of F̂m whose
admissible set is Nm{KerMm}. Consequently, conditions (i)–(iii) of Theorem 3
are equivalent to
(iv) F˜m−1 > 0 over (15) (drop if m = 0) and F̂m  0 over (16).
Thus, the effect of the kernel condition on F  0 is exactly how far one can keep
the functional F˜m−1 positive.
Proof of Theorem 3. The equivalence of (ii) and (iii) is obtained from [11, Theorem
5] applied to the interval [0, m− 1] for the fixed right endpoint at m. The proof of
(i) ⇔ (ii) is based on a similar idea as the proof of [13, Theorem 3.2], so that we
present only its sketch. If m = 0, then the result follows from Corollary 1. Thus, we
let m ∈ [1, N + 1].
“(i) ⇒ (ii)” If F  0 and KerXk+1 ⊆ KerXk holds for k ∈ [0, m− 1], then
Pk = P˜k  0 for all k ∈ [0, m− 1], by Theorem 1. Hence, Z = (X,U) has no focal
points in (0, m]. Next, suppose that there exist vectors xm, . . . , xN+1, dm, . . . , dN+1
∈ Rn, such that xm...
xN+1
 =Nm
 dm...
dN+1
 , Mm
 dm...
dN+1
 = 0,
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xN+1

T
Km
 xm...
xN+1
 < 0.
By Theorem 2, it follows that for some vectors um, . . . , uN , β ∈ Rn, we have xk+1 =
Akxk +Bkuk , k ∈ [m,N], xm = Xmβ, andMxN+1 = 0. Define (xk, uk) := (Xkβ,
Ukβ) on [0, m− 1]. Then z = (x, u) is admissible (on J ) and satisfies the boundary
conditions (1). Moreover, by Remark 2 on the interval [0, m− 1] and by using the
identity BTkDk = BTkEkBk , we get
F(z)= xT0 (0x0 − u0)+ xTmum + xTN+1xN+1
+

m−2∑
k=0
+
m−1∑
k=m−1
 xTk+1 {Ckxk +Dkuk − uk+1}
+
N∑
k=m
{
xTk C
T
kAkxk + 2xTk CTkBkuk + uTkBTkEkBkuk
}
.
Now substituting for Bkuk = xk+1 −Akxk on [m,N], a similar calculation as in
the proof of [13, Theorem 3.2] yields
F(z) =
 xm...
xN+1

T
Km
 xm...
xN+1
 < 0.
This however contradicts F  0.
“(ii) ⇒ (i)” Let z = (x, u) be admissible and satisfies (1). Since the kernel con-
dition holds on [0, m− 1], we get from Remark 3(iv) that xm ∈ ImXm. Hence,
(xTm, . . . , x
T
N+1)T ∈Vm, and the representation from Theorem 2 holds. To show that
F(z)  0 we apply the Picone identity on the interval [0, m− 1]. By Proposition 1
and (14),
F(z)= xT00x0 + xTN+1xN+1 +
{
m−1∑
k=0
+
N∑
k=m
}
× {xTk CTkAkxk + 2xTk CTkBkuk + uTkBTkEkBkuk}
= xT0 (0 −W0)x0 + xTN+1xN+1 + xTmWmxm +
m−1∑
k=0
wTkPkwk
+
N∑
k=m
{
xTk C
T
kAkxk + 2xTk CTkBkuk + uTkDTkBkuk
}
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=
m−1∑
k=0
wTkPkwk +
 xm...
xN+1

T
Km
 xm...
xN+1
  0.
Hence, F  0 and the proof is complete. 
Corollary 2 (m = N + 1). F  0 and KerXk+1 ⊆ KerXk holds for all k ∈ J iff
Z = (X,U) has no focal points in (0, N + 1] and
KN+1 = WN+1 +   0 on KerM ∩ ImXN+1. (17)
Remark 10. In view of XTWX = XTU , condition (17) can be replaced by an
equivalent condition
XTN+1(XN+1 + UN+1)  0 on KerMXN+1.
Condition (17) is trivially satisfied if the right endpoint ofF is zero, i.e., ifM =
I . In this case the nonexistence of focal points in (0, N + 1] of the natural conjoined
basis Z = (X,U) is equivalent to the positivity ofF (see [11, Theorem 5]) compare
also with [4, Theorems 1, 2]. Thus, when the right endpoint is zero, the gap between
the nonnegativity and positivity ofF is exactly the kernel condition on J . However,
for a varying right endpoint the gap is bigger. This fact was first observed in [13]
for the special case of Hamiltonian systems. Here we show that it directly extends to
symplectic systems.
Corollary 3 (gap between F  0 and F > 0). F > 0 iff F  0, KerXk+1 ⊆
KerXk for all k ∈ J, and the following condition holds
Ker(I −M)(XN+1 + UN+1) ∩ KerMXN+1 ⊆ KerXN+1.
Proof. The proof easily follows from Corollary 2 and [11, Theorem 5]. 
If the kernel condition is first (possibly) violated at k = N and if the right endpoint
of F is zero (M = I ), condition (14) reduces to the nonnegativity of the 2n× 2n
matrix
U :=
(
TN 0
0 X
)
NTNKNNN
(
TN 0
0 X
)
=
(
TNP
T
N(WN +TN − EN−1)PNTN TNP TN(WN +TN − EN−1)XNX
XXTN(WN +TN − EN−1)PNTN XXTN(WN +TN − EN−1)XNX
)
,
(18)
where we used Lemma 2 with M = I , i.e., ImN = Im diag{TN,X}. Recall that
X := I −X†N+1XN+1. However, with some additional computations, the matrix U
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can be significantly simplified. Hence, the special case of Theorem 3 for m = N and
M = I reads as follows.
Theorem 4 (characterization of F  0). Let M = I. Then F  0 and KerXk+1 ⊆
KerXk for all k ∈ [0, N − 1] iff Z = (X,U) has no focal points in (0, N] and P˜N 
0, where P˜N is defined in (8).
For the proof of Theorem 4 we shall need a further auxiliary result. Let us define
the n× n matrix
k := XTk+1(Wk+1 +Tk+1 − Ek)Xk+1
= XTk+1Uk+1 +XTk+1(ATk+1Ek+1Ak+1 − CTk+1Ak+1)Xk+1.
Lemma 3. The following identities hold for k ∈ J.
(i) TkBTk (X
†
k+1)Tk−1X
†
k+1BkTk = P˜k,
(ii) TkBTk (X
†
k+1)Tk−1(I −X†k+1Xk+1) = 0,
(iii) (I −X†k+1Xk+1)k−1(I −X†k+1Xk+1) = 0.
Proof. In this proof we will use the identities (5), PkTk = PkTk , BkTk =
Xk+1X†k+1BkTk , B
T
kEkBk = BTkDk , and Xk+1(I −X†k+1Xk+1) = 0. For bre-
vity, we shall skip the index k in the next computations. To prove part (i), we
have
TBT(X†k+1)
Tk−1X†k+1BT
= TBT(X†k+1)T
{
XTU +XT(ATEA− CTA)X}X†k+1BT
= TBT(X†k+1)TXT
{
UX
†
k+1BT + (ATEA− CTA)XX†k+1BT
}
= T P T{UX†k+1BT + (ATEA− CTA)PT }
= T (DT −BTWk+1)
× {BUX†k+1BT + (BATEABT −BCTABT)(D−Wk+1B)T }
= T (DT −BTWk+1)
× {BUX†k+1BT + (ADT −BCT)BAT(D−Wk+1B)T }
= T (DT −BTWk+1)(BUX†k+1BT +APT )
= T (DT −BTWk+1)(BU +AX)X†k+1BT
= T (DT −BTWk+1)Xk+1X†k+1BT
= T (DT −BTWk+1)BT = TPT = T PT = P˜ .
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For part (ii), we have in a similar way
TBT(X†k+1)
Tk−1(I −X†k+1Xk+1)
= TBT(X†k+1)TXT
{
U + (ATE− CT)AX}(I −X†k+1Xk+1)
= T P T{U + (ATE− CT)(Xk+1 −BU)}(I −X†k+1Xk+1)
= T (DT −BTWk+1)
{
BU − (BATEB− CTB)U}(I −X†k+1Xk+1)
= T (DT −BTWk+1)
{
BU − (ADT −BCT)BU}(I −X†k+1Xk+1)
= T (DT −BTWk+1)(BU −BU)(I −X†k+1Xk+1) = 0.
Finally, part (iii) is shown by
(I −X†k+1Xk+1)k−1(I −X†k+1Xk+1)
= (I −X†k+1Xk+1)
{
XTU +XT(ATEA− CTA)X}(I −X†k+1Xk+1)
= (I −X†k+1Xk+1)
{
XTU + (XTk+1 − UTBT)E(Xk+1 −BU)
−XTCT(Xk+1 −BU)
}
(I −X†k+1Xk+1)
= (I −X†k+1Xk+1)
{
XT(I + CTB)U + UTDTBU}(I −X†k+1Xk+1)
= (I −X†k+1Xk+1)(BU +AX)TDU(I −X†k+1Xk+1)
= (I −X†k+1Xk+1)XTk+1DU(I −X†k+1Xk+1) = 0.
Hence, this lemma is proven. 
Proof of Theorem 4. From Theorem 3 with m = N andM = I we have thatF  0
and KerXk+1 ⊆ KerXk on [0, N − 1] iff Z = (X,U) has no focal points in (0, N]
and U  0, where the matrix U is defined by (18). On the other hand, with the aid
of Lemma 3 with k = N we have
U[1,1] = TNBTN(X†N+1)TN−1X†N+1BNTN = P˜N ,
U[1,2] = TNBTN(X†N+1)TN−1X = 0 = (U[2,1])T,
U[2,2] = XN−1X = 0.
Thus, U = diag{P˜N , 0}, so that U  0 iff P˜N  0. 
Remark 11. Since the kernel condition on [0, N − 1] in Theorem 4 is a part of the
no focal points condition forZ = (X,U), the result of Theorem 4 can be equivalently
formulated as follows.
Suppose that M = I and KerXk+1 ⊆ KerXk on [0, N − 1].
Then F  0 iff P˜k  0 for all k ∈ J .
Note that P˜k = Pk for k ∈ [0, N − 1], as the kernel condition is now satisfied in this
interval.
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Remark 12. In the previous remark we showed that no focal points in (0, N] of
the natural conjoined basis Z = (X,U) and P˜N  0 are necessary and sufficient
conditions for F  0, when the kernel condition holds on [0, N − 1] and M = I .
The sufficiency part can also be proven by using a modified Picone’s identity of
M. Bohner [5]. This modified Picone’s identity does not require the kernel condi-
tion (c.f. Proposition 1). It states that if z = (x, u) is an admissible pair at k, i.e.,
xk+1 =Akxk +Bkuk , which has xk ∈ ImXk and xk+1 ∈ ImXk+1, then
xTk C
T
kAkxk + 2uTkBTkCkxk + uTkBTkDkuk = wTk P˜kwk +
(xTk Wkxk),
where wk := uk −Wkxk , and where Wk is given by (6) with Z˜ = (X˜, U˜ ) being the
conjoined basis of (S) completing Z = (X,U) to normalized conjoined bases. Con-
sequently, if M0x0 = 0, i.e., if x0 ∈ ImX0, then the kernel condition on [0, N − 1]
implies that xN ∈ ImXN , by Remark 3(iv) with m = N . Now, since for the zero
right endpoint we have that xN+1 = 0 ∈ ImXN+1 is always satisfied, we get (note
that W0 = 0 was used)
F(z) =
N−1∑
k=0
wTk Pkwk + wTNP˜NwN.
Hence, if Z = (X,U) has no focal points in (0, N] and if P˜N  0, then F  0.
Remark 13. In Lemma 2 we described the kernel of MN as an image of some
2n× 3n matrix (see formula (13)). This fact then helped to write condition (14) as
the product in (18). Consequently, the simplifications in Lemma 3 yielded Theorem
4. An open problem is to find a similar characterization of KerMm for a general
index m < N .
The investigation of the quadratic functional F with zero right endpoint at N +
1 can be equivalently studied via F with varying right endpoint at N . Indeed,
when M = I , the condition xN+1 = 0 (for an admissible z = (x, u)) is equivalent
to BNuN = −ANxN , which in turn is equivalent to xN ∈ ImBTN . This follows
from BNuN = −ANxN (multiplied by DTN from the left) by using identities (5).
Rewriting the functionalF with the sum only up to N − 1 then yields the functional
F(z) := xT00x0 + xTNB†NANxN +
N−1∑
k=0
zTk
{
STkKSk −K
}
zk
with boundary conditions
M0x0 = 0, (I −B†NBN)xN = 0. (19)
Proposition 3. F  0 over admissible z = (x, u) satisfying (1) iffF  0 over ad-
missible pairs z = (x, u) on [0, N − 1] satisfying (19).
Proof. The proof is a straightforward computation. 
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Thus, if M = I in the original problem and if the kernel conditions is satisfied
only up to N − 2, then the application of Theorem 3 to the functional F and the
interval [0, N − 1] yields the next result.
Corollary 4. Let M = I. Then F  0 and KerXk+1 ⊆ KerXk on [0, N − 2] iff
Z = (X,U) has no focal points in (0, N − 1] and
N
T
N−1KN−1NN−1  0 on Ker(I −B†NBN)N−1,
where N−1 := (−MN−1 XN), and where
NN−1 :=
(
PN−1 XN−1
−MN−1 XN
)
,
KN−1 :=
(
WN−1 +TN−1 − EN−2 SN−1
STN−1 B
†
NAN + EN−1
)
.
5. Application to variable stepsize
A variable stepsize symplectic difference system is the system of the form

zk
µk
= Skzk, (S)
whereµk is the stepsize (or graininess) of the system. System (S) can be equivalently
written as the system (S), where Sk := I + µkSk . Thus, (S) is a symplectic system
iff the matrices I + µkSk are symplectic, which can be reformulated as the identity
STkJ+JSk + µkSTkJSk = 0.
If we partition Sk into n× n-blocks, i.e., if
Sk =
(
Ak Bk
Ck Dk
)
, I + µkSk =
(
I + µkAk µkBk
µkCk I + µkDk
)
,
then we can see that the results of the previous sections apply with I + µA, µB, µC,
and I + µD instead of A, B, C, and D, respectively.
The quadratic functional associated with (S) is the functional
F(z) := xT00x0 + xTN+1 xN+1 +
N∑
k=0
zTk
{
STkK+KSk + µkSTkKSk
}
zkµk
and a pair z = (x, u) is admissible if it satisfies the first equation of (S), i.e., if 
xk
µk
=
Akxk + Bkuk , k ∈ J . The boundary conditions of F are (1) and the associated Riccati
equation is
R[W ]k := −
Wk
µk
+ Ck + DkWk −Wk+1(Ak + BkWk) = 0. (R)
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Quadratic functionals of the form F with variable endpoints were studied in details
in [11], where equivalent conditions to the positivity of F and necessary conditions
for the nonnegativity of F were derived. Thus, in this section we complete the study
on the nonnegativity of F by providing a characterization of F  0.
Let Z = (X,U) be the natural conjoined basis of (S). The matrices Pi,j , Mk ,
i,j , Gk are given by
Pi,j := µjXiX†j+1Bj , Mk := µk(I −Xk+1X†k+1)Bk, k,k := I,
k,m := (I + µk−1Ak−1) · · · (I + µmAm), for k > m,
Gk :=
(
µ0k,1B0 · · · µk−2k,k−1Bk−2 µk−1Bk−1
)
and the block entries Tk , Sk of the tridiagonal representation of F now take the
form
Tk := Ek−1 − (I + µkATk )Ckµk + (I + µkATk )Ek(I + µkAk), k ∈ J,
TN+1 := + EN, Sk := CTk µk − (I + µkATk )Ek, k ∈ J
with E−1 := 0. The matrix Ek is any symmetric n× n-matrix for which BT(I +
µD) = µBTEB, for example Ek = BkB†k(I + µDk)B†k/µk . Let Km, andm, Nm be
the corresponding matrices as in Sections 2 and 3. The following result is then a
direct application of Theorem 3 to the system (S).
Theorem 5 (characterization of F  0). Let m ∈ J ∗. The following conditions are
equivalent.
(i) F  0 and KerXk+1 ⊆ KerXk holds for all k ∈ [0, m− 1] (drop if m = 0).
(ii) The natural conjoined basis Z = (X,U) of (S) has no focal points in (0, m]
(drop if m = 0) and
NTmKmNm  0 on KerMm. (20)
(iii) The implicit Riccati matrix equation
R[W ]k(k,0(I −M0) GkQk) = 0 on KerM(N+1,0(I −M0) GN+1),
k ∈ [0, m− 1], has a symmetric solution Wk on [0, m] such that W0 = 0 and
Pk  0 for all k ∈ [0, m− 1], where
Pk := µkBk + µ2k(DTk − BTkWk+1)Bk = µkXkX†k+1Bk,
(drop all these conditions if m = 0), and (20) holds.
Remark 14
(i) When µk → 0, the variable stepsize symplectic difference system (S)
“converges” to a continuous-time linear Hamiltonian system
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x′ = A(t)x + B(t)u, u′ = C(t)x − AT(t)u
and the Riccati difference equation (R) “converges” to a Riccati differential
equation
W ′ = C(t)− AT(t)W −WA(t)−WB(t)W.
An interesting question immediately arises pertaining the convergence of the
variable stepsize results, such as in Theorem 5 or in [11], to the continuous-time
results.
(ii) The investigation of variable stepsize discrete symplectic systems gives a “hint”
for a unified treatment of the nonnegativity of discrete and continuous quadratic
functionals via the theory on time scales. See [7,9] for the time scales results on
the positivity of (symplectic) quadratic functionals.
(iii) A characterization of the nonnegativity of F (or F) with the jointly varying
endpoints could be derived via the results of this paper. It has been shown in [11]
that the treatment of joint boundary conditions is equivalent to the treatment of
separated boundary conditions, provided the problem is augmented into a double
dimension.
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